ADDING BEAUTY TO
THE BRIDAL FINERY
…..SUPRITI BATRA
ome people keep yearning to break away from
the mundane while others have the courage to
listen to their heart and go with it. Having
worked in the corporate world for as long as
she could remember, Supriti Batra today quells
her creative thirst by rendering her brush
strokes to the bridals, fashion shows, photo
shoots and media shoots. Makeup, which has forever intrigued
her with its play of colours, contours and the ability to turn
anybody into a diva got the better of Supriti when after years
of being a part of corporate rat-race she decided to let go of
her pens and took to brushes. She adds, “This change has
come as a result of a desire to do something of my own and
that is when I decided to turn my passion into my profession.”
In a meager time of 2 years, Supriti has already worked with
the likes of Satya Paul and designer duo Meera and Rohit,
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apart from handling portfolio shoots for models. Trained under
noted makeup artist Vidya Tikari, Marlena in United States
and Julia in Switzerland, Supriti honed her skills only to do
what she could do best.
Driven by her passion to make brides beautiful, Supriti
believes in rendering a different look to every bride depending
upon her personal style and liking because each bride is
different. For the approaching wedding season, Supriti
suggests using bright colours like fuchsia, orange and red to
complement the flawless skin tone. As for eye makeup, she
suggests using a lot of gold and shimmer and lining the eyes
properly to let them do most of the talking. She suggests, “On
wedding day, eyes look their best when they are traditionally
done. Plus, experimental brides also opt for a rendition of
smokey eyes.”
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